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Ovarian cancer is the fourth most common cause of cancer-related death in women and is the most lethal gynecological malignancy with 30% to 40% overall survival (OS) at 5 years [1]. Due to the non-specific symptoms and inadequate screening methods at the early stages, more than 60% of ovarian cancer patients are diagnosed at advanced stage [2]. Clinically, ovarian cancer is characterized by an initial response to combined cytoreductive surgery and chemotherapy. Subsequently, recurrence and disease progression ensue contributing to the poor patient outcome.

These observations have drawn the attention to a subset of cancer cells that initially gives rise to the tumor, gets spared after therapy, has a protracted lifespan, and displays the potential to regenerate and undergo massive proliferation and differentiation to give rise to the phenotypically and functionally more mature cancer cells.

Lately, evaluation of the cellular composition of epithelial ovarian cancers identified at least two distinct subtypes of cells: type II ovarian cancer cells which are the classical cancer cells, characterized by small size and fast cell division; and the slowly dividing type I ovarian cancer cells, that share many markers with pluripotent stem cells and have the potential to give origin to the fast-dividing type II cells [3]. Literature addressed these cells as “cancer stem cells” or “tumor initiating cells” (CSCs/TICs), and extensive research has been executed in order to define unique markers that can be used to isolate ovarian CSCs/TICs and testify their potentiality for therapeutic targeting. So, a substantial number of stem cell markers including CD44, CD117, CD133, CD24, Bmi-1, ABCG2 and aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) was discovered on tumor and ascites derived cells from patients diagnosed with ovarian cancer.

CD44 is a surface molecule which mediates cell adhesion and migration by binding extracellular matrix components such as hyaluronic acid, osteopontin, or activating receptor tyrosine kinases, which are linked with tumor progression and metastasis. It has been demonstrated that CD44+ cells with the properties of ovarian CSCs/TICs are often present in epithelial ovarian cancer presenting as physically powerful risk factors for chemotherapeutic drug resistance in ovarian carcinoma patients [4]. Also, recent studies revealed that the CD44+/CD24- cells found within primary ovarian cancer or ascites are associated with an increased invasion, risk of recurrence and shorter progression-free survival [5].

Beside its role in cancer initiating cells from primary human tumors, CD117 has been used as stem cell marker for identification and characterization of hematopoietic, cardiac and other mesenchymal stem cells. CD117, known also as c-kit, is a type III receptor tyrosine kinase engaged various cellular processes including cell signal transduction; apoptosis; cell differentiation; proliferation; and cell adhesion. Recently, high expression level of CD117 was observed in ovarian cancers and a few CD117+ ovarian cancer cells have shown the ability to self-renew, differentiate, and regenerate tumor in xenograft model. What’s more, it has been proposed that CD117 associates with poor response to chemotherapy in ovarian carcinoma [6].

The pentaspan transmembrane glycoprotein CD133, known as Prominin-1, was originally described as a hematopoietic stem cell marker and was then shown to be expressed by progenitor cells of the epithelium. Two types of CD133 surface protein (CD133-1 and CD133-2) were associated with ovarian cancer cells with stem-like phenotype being detected in primary ovarian carcinomas, as well as in normal ovaries and ovarian metastases but with significantly lower percentages [7]. In xenografts, CD133+ cells obtained from ovarian tumors were capable of self-renewal and were associated with increased tumor hostility and contributed to establishment of tumor vasculature, by means of in vivo serial transplantations [8]. In addition, CD133+ ovarian CSCs had hyperactivity in migration and invasion due to the activation of chemokine (c-c motif) ligand 5 (CCL5) [9].

In neoplasia, CD24 expression has been described initially in hematological malignancies but also in a wide array of solid tumors. It is a small, heavily glycosylated mucin-like glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-linked cell surface protein, which is physiologically expressed in developing or regenerating tissue including granulocytes, pre-B-cells, keratinocytes, and renal tubular epithelium. CD24 is a ligand of P-selectin, an adhesion receptor on activated endothelial cells and platelets, and this might explain the metastasizing capacities of CD24+ expressing tumor cells [10]. Kristiansen et al. [11] observed dual CD24 polarized membranous and cytoplasmic staining reflecting an overproduction or a disturbance of protein distribution or degradation within invasive ovarian carcinomas but not in normal ovaries and ovarian adenomas and this pattern was a strong and independent predictor of short overall survival. Moreover, CD24+ cells successfully isolated from ovarian tumor specimens possessed stem-like properties, including higher levels of chemoresistance and self-renewal [12].

Recently, human B-cell specific moloney leukemia virus insertion site1 (Bmi-1), a member of the polycomb group gene (PcG) protein family of transcription repressors, has emerged as a Myc-cooperating oncogene in murine lymphomas that plays a crucial role in cancer development and recurrence. In human, Bmi-1 gene localizes on short arm of chromosome 10 and encodes a protein of 36.8 kDa. This protein controls the cell cycle and promotes cell proliferation by suppressing p16INK4a/retinoblastoma and/or p14ARF/MDM2/short arm of chromosome 10 and encodes a protein of 36.8 kDa. This protein controls the cell cycle and promotes cell proliferation by suppressing p16INK4a/retinoblastoma and/or p14ARF/MDM2/p13 tumor suppressor pathways [13]. Likewise, Bmi-1 was reported to maintain self-renewal and differentiation capacities and prevent cellular senescence through the activation of telomerase in adult stem cells, in addition to its significant role in chemoresistance and distant metastasis [14]. In ovarian cancer, it is speculated that Bmi-1 acts as an oncoprotein that might contribute to the carcinogenesis. It was...
immuno-histochemically expressed in a high percentage of ovarian cancers in association with high histological grade, aggressive histology, advanced stage and reduced patient survival. For that reason, Bmi-1 can be used as a marker to separate ovarian cancer patients with more aggressive features, and poor outcome [15].

Increasing evidence showed that, ABCG2/BCRP1 (breast cancer-resistance protein-1), an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) broad-specificity transmembrane transporter, is a cell surface drug-resistance marker, which has been used to identify stem cells from a variety of tissues, including tumors [16]. This marker was found to be overexpressed by ovarian cancer stem cells being localized at the cancer stem-like cell niche where it is responsible for maintaining asymmetric division; high tumorigenicity and drug resistance for these cells [17,18].

In association to CD133; aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH); a reported cancer stem cell marker in various solid tumors, has been investigated with the purpose of recognizing a set of markers to identify ovarian CSCs/TICs. Aldehyde dehydrogenase-1A1 (ALDH1A1) is an intracellular enzyme that oxidizes aldehydes. It has a detoxifying role and allows the conversion of retinol to retinoic acid, thus organizes cellular differentiation pathways. ALDH1A1 was associated with chemoresistance in the ovarian cancer [14], and the presence of dual CD133/ALDH coexpressing cells in debulked primary tumor specimens correlated with reduced disease-free and overall survival in ovarian cancer patients [19], and evidenced superior tumor initiating capability in ovarian cancer cell lines [8].

Therefore, during treatment for ovarian cancer, a tailored chemotherapeutic schedule should be offered taking into account the clonal heterogeneity of ovarian tumor cells and depending on the cellular make-up of each ovarian tumor. Furthermore, maintenance therapy must target the surviving CSCs/TICs aiming to avoid tumor recurrence and improve the survival rate of ovarian cancer.
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